IU Professors Emeritus of Physics J. Timothy Londergan and Steven E. Vigdor are co-authors of the blog *Debunking Denial* that contrasts skepticism and denial on controversial issues of science and public policy. They are among the co-founders of Concerned Scientists at IU.

Professor Londergan has served as director of the IU Nuclear Theory Center and as a consultant at universities and research laboratories around the world. He was principal or co-principal investigator on 15 grants from the National Science Foundation and has published more than 150 papers in refereed scientific journals. An award-winning teacher, he served for 10 years as director of IU’s Wells Scholars Program.

Professor Vigdor has served as an associate director for nuclear and particle physics at Brookhaven National Laboratory. In Bloomington his projects have included developing state-of-the-art instrumentation for proton radiotherapy clinics. His many publications include the 2018 book *Signatures of the Artist: The Vital Imperfections That Make Our Universe Habitable*, which surveys a half-century of research in nuclear physics, particle physics and cosmology.